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PROGRESS IN MODELING PLASMA capture the integrated performance of the
THRUSTERS AND RELATED overall thruster flow-field. To these simple

PLASMA FLOWS models of the discharge flow, additional,
generally separate, modeling has also

P.J. Turchi, P.G. Mikellides, K.W. been attempted of special regions, such
Hohman, R.J. Leiweke, I.G. Mikellides, as electrode boundaries. More recently,

and C.S. Schmahl detailed examinations of transport
The Ohio State University properties, (e.g., electrical resistivity),

Columbus, OH have been performed in terms of plasma
N.F. Roderick microinstabilities. The driving force for all

The University of New Mexico these theoretical efforts has been the
Albuquerque, NM need to replace empirical surveys with
R.E Peterkin, Jr. some rational basis for predicting and

Phillips Laboratory improving thruster performance. This is
Kirtland AFB, NM, USA especially true in searching for optimum

conditions in a large parameter space of
ABSTRACT geometric values and arrangements,

propellant types and electrical power
In recent years, the complexity of levels.

plasma flows within electric thrusters has The basic problem has been the
begun to yield to modeling based on general nonlinearity of the plasma
numerical simulation of the entire set of discharge and associated flow field. Thus,
relevant physical processes. Previously, changing terminal conditions, such as
numerical simulation has been current, can substantially affect the
successfully applied to non-propulsion distributions of mass, momentum and
problems, such as coaxial plasma guns energy flux within the thrust chamber. The
for multi-megampere switching. The current density distribution will also
MACH2 computer code was developed for change, resulting in differences in
these problems, but is now also being behavior at electrode surfaces and also in
used in studies of various plasma the freestream, (where the ratio of drift-
thrusters and related plasma flows, speeds to thermal speeds may be altered
Simulations have been performed of self- significantly).
field and applied-field magneto- For pulsed plasma thrusters, the
plasmadynamic thrusters, arc-discharge unsteady nature of the flow further
heating of confined, high pressure compounds the difficulty of modeling
plasmas, plasma transport in nozzles and discharge operation. This is particularly
ducts, and the interaction of plasmas with true for ablation-fed thrusters, such as the
solid surfaces. traditional Teflon-fueled PPT, in which the

ablated-mass accelerated by the
INTRODUCTION discharge depends on the details of

energy transfer from the discharge to the
For most of its history, plasma propellant surface. Additional

propulsion has proceeded on the basis of nonlinearities are thus introduced into the
inspired, experimental explorations, problem.

guided by simple models that attempt to
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In the face of such difficulties, ie are computed as functions of the two
would be understandable for electric spatial coordinates. The code provides
propulsion to retreat to more limited computation in either planar of cylindrical
models that merely rationalize some geometry and can handle almost any
aspect of empirical development. Other geometric configuration without any code
areas of plasma physics, however, have modification.2

been quite successful in performing
mumerical simulation of complex flow- MHD Equations
fields in real devices. Efforts at Ohio State The single-fluid MHD equations
have, therefore, sought to apply the tools used in MACH2 consist of the continuity,
developed for very high power (>TW)" momentum, electron and ion energy, andplasma guns at the USAF Phillips the magnetic-field transport equations.
Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM, to The three-vector form of the momentum
problems of interest for the electric equation includes two different models of
propulsion community.. The principal tool the stress tensor the elastic model allowsis the MACH2 code which serves as a the user to handle material strength, while
basic framework for solving the MHD the viscous, isotropic-fluid modelequations in an unsteady, two- transforms the code into a Navier-Stokes
dimensional discharge and flow. Models equation solver. The electron energyfor special phenomena, such as equation includes three different radiation
anomalous resistivity, wall-ablation and models: radiation cooling in optically-thin
electrode processes, are then added to limit, and equilibrium and non-equilibrium* this framework as they become available, radiation diffusion. The three-vector form

The present paper surveys some of the magnetic induction equation,results from this effort. In particular, includes field diffusion and Hall effectmodeling of applied-field MPD thrusters, contributions. Initial and boundary
ablation-fed PPTs, and very high pressure conditions allow a variety of magnetic field(>1000 atm) electrothermal devices are distributions that can evolve in responseconsidered, to in-plane and azimuthal plasma currents

Sand external coils.
THE MACH2 CODE

Euations-of-State
MACH2 is a time-dependent, two- The set of the MHD equations isdimensional, single-fluid, multi- closed with the addition of an equation-of-

temperature, magnetohydrodynamics state and a caloric equation-of-state that(MHD) code that has been used to model prescribe pressure and specific internal
a variety of laboratory plasma energy in terms of the number densities
experiments.' In all cases, the use of the and temperatures. Analytical or tabular
code has allowed better understanding of forms are used. The analytical equations
the dominant physical processes, and has include the ideal-gas model and a modelassisted significantly in developing ways appropriate for solids. The tabular model 3
to improve experimental performance. used by the code is the SESAME

The code includes spatial variation Equation-of-State Library4 generated and
in two dimensions. All three components maintained at Los Alamos National
of velocity and magnetic field, however, Laboratory. Its data base includes

I
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1
standard thermodynamic quantities, along MPD THRUSTER SIMULATIONS
with the fractional ionization state based
on thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In MACH2 was utilized to simulate a
some cases, separate electron and steady-state, applied-field MPD thruster'
heavy-particle temperatures are used. at the NASA Lewis Research Center for
Transport coefficients are available for which a wide range of experimental data"
most materials. The' tabular look-up were available. Figures 3, 4 and 5 display
aspect of the code is easily adapted for examples of the two-dimensional
use with tabular equation-of-state models variations of azimuthal speed, in-plane
supplied by the user. Recently, for components of velocity and magnetic field
example, the data base was expanded at for a 1.27 cm cathode radius, 5.1 cm
Ohio State to include dissociating, anode radius, 7.6 cm length and 0.1 g/s
molecular nitrogen. This five- species simulation. Computed thrust at the
model comprises molecular dissociation, thruster's exit and voltage drop across the
and first and second atomic ionization. plasma as functions of both applied

magnetic field strength and discharge
Transport Coefficients current are compared to the experimental

Electrical resistivity, thermal
conductivity, and, most recently, viscosity
coefficients are provided in either tabular ..
or analytic forms. The more sophisticated --
tabular models capture the strong, non- ",
monotonic variation of the coefficients, as "
is dearly illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 for ....
the new nitrogen model. Such variations '-
are significant in many plasma =-
applications.

The analytic models include the * -- a - - -
classical Spitzer-Harm expressions,
augmented to account for neutral Figure 1. The viscosity coeffient of molecular
contributions to the electrical resistivity. nl rogen as a funct on of pressure and temperature.
The effects of plasma micro instabilities
on transport are included by four optional -
models based on phenomenological "
studies. Separate heavy-particle and
electron temperatures have been used in .
models for viscosity and thermal I
conductivity coefficients in a partially- "
ionized gas. This capability has proven
critical in simulating applied-field MPD '
thrusters.

Figure 2. The thermal conductivity coefficient of
molecular nitrogen as a function of pressure and
temperature.

I
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Figure 6. Thrust vs Applied Magnetic Field
Strength (at the cathode tip). Argon at 0.1 gls and
discharge current of 1000 A.
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iFigure 7. Thrust vs Discharge Current. Argon at
0.1 g/s and 0.034 T (at cathode tip).

Iresults in figures 6-8.
The reasonable agreement of

theory and experiment encouraged a
detailed interrogation of the overall flow-

Figure . field that in tur provided a new
In-plane visualization of applied-field MPD thruster

M Weber operation comprising the following
B,=0.102 T. I=1000A elements: a) for the particular geometric

configuration examined, the back
Min(-)=-. 7x 10"  electromotive force is the dominant

A 1.8x10' contributor to the plasma voltage; b)
c=6.6x10io viscous forces oppose azimuthal
D=9.1x10 electromagnetic forces and limit the

SE=1.1x10 4  maximum rotational speed to a constantii Max(+)=1.4x10 independent of applied field or current
value; c) viscous heating and conversion
of thermal energy to axially directed
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1
kinetic energy is the main acceleration expressions for the thrust and voltage
mechanism; d) the low density, drop across the plasma. The model
anomalously-resistive plasma of the predicts that plasma voltage is directly
regime examined does not interact with proportional to the applied magnetic field
the applied field in the manner of a strength and the cathode radius, inversely
magnetic nozzle; e) the characteristic proportional to the electrode length and
viscosity of the flow increases with the square root of the atomic mass of the
dissipation, driven by the electromagnetic propellant, and also depends on the ratio

7-, of anode and cathode radii. Thrust is
so directly proportional to the square root of

the total azimuthal electromagnetic force
" 5 and the square root of the mass flow-rate.

40 - Also, thrust is inversely proportional to the
3- square root of the electrode length and
20- the fourth root of the atomic mass of the

propellant
o10. I Esr The analytic model agrees well in

S. magnitude and variation with experimental
0.0 0.04 o.oA o.0s 0.07 0.0o 0. 0.1 0.11 o. data that isolated the dependence of each

MAGNEcC FELD (MAGNIC ELD operating condition. Figure 9 displays the
Figure 8. Plasma Voltage Vs Applied Magnetic predicted variation of flow efficiency as aField Strength (at the cathode tip). Argon at 0.1 gis function of anode to cathode radius ratio
and discharge current of 1000 A. function f anode to cathode radius ratio

along with the experimental range of
U operation by Fradkin' (1) and Myers8 (2).

SThis has led to design of an optimum
u- geometry (as indicated by the maximum in

S.. Figure 9) under test at the NASA Lewis45.. ...... . ...-

S2 2 Research Center.

I A ..- "' ABLATION-FED PPT MODEUNG

-' --u "«-S - A simple analytic model of an-41. -IIT. .J

2 7ablation-fed pulsed-plasma thruster has
R (Anode to Caode Radi= c o) been developed under the assumption of

quasi-steady operation and in the limit of
"Figure 9. Predicted flow eMciency from analytc high magnetic Reynolds number. 9 It
model as a function of anode to cathode radius r in for the eaust
ratio. R. Double arrows indicate experimental range re su lts in expressions for the exhaust
of magnetic field operation; (1): Ref 7. (2): Ref8. speed and the resistance adjacent to the

ablating surface. The former depends only
torque, because the heavy-particle on the propellant material and its
temperature can increase without chemistry within the discharge chamber,
increasing the electron temperature (and and provides constant impedance during
the degree of ionization). quasi-steady operation. These insights

These insights are the foundation suggest definite avenues for improving
for an analytic model that provides simple efficiency, such as matching impedances

I
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Figure 13. MACH2 calculated impulse and
exhausted mass at the chambers exit for the teflon-
fed LES6 PPT.

Figure 10. Current distribution at 1 psec o10  , L - 3 R
Max(+)=1.1, F=0.85, E=0.66, D=0.51, C=0.4, c=2FL.34nH.R30mQ
B=0.31. A=0.24, Min(-)=0.19 (kA) a
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Figure 14. MACH2 calculated ablated mass (at the
backplate and at 2.8 Psec) Vs capacitor energy for
the Wtelon4ed LES6 PPT. Closed points correspond
to the actual simulation values.

to assure complete transfer of storedFigure 11. Current distribubon at 0.6 psec t o a s s u re complete transfer f tored
Max(+)=36, F=28, E=2.2, D=1.7, C=1.3, =1 electromagnetic energy.
A=077, Min(-)=0.6 (kA). Recently, a new surface-ablation

model has been added to MACH2 at
Ohio State. It accounts for the energy
deposition in the solid propellant due to
heat conduction, radiation and convection
from the plasma. The deposited energy is
stored near the exposed surface in a
volume whose depth increases as the
square root of elapsed-time, in accord
with the diffusive, thermal skin-depth in
the solid. Simulations of the LES 6 PPTo1
have been performed utilizing the

'-" ' presently available Teflon equation-of-
SCurren distribuon a 04 state in the SESAME tables. In addition toFigure 12. Curren distribution at 0.4 psec matching the basic, damped sinusoidalMax(+)=4 9. F=38, E=3.0, D=2.3. C=1.8, B=1.4 ng te ac da ed nuo

A=1 1, Min(-)=0.85 (A). voltage and current waveforms, the

I
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simulations capture other behavior of PPT
discharges. Figures 10,11, and 12 display -- 5.53E4
the enlosed currents contours for three ^? -. ~ 4
times during PPT operation. The bottom c--3.741S
boundary represents the 3 cm wide E-2.07E4
ablating surface enclosed by 0.6 cm long 0.6.37
electrodes. The length of the chamber is *S-54EI
6 cm and its width is 1 cm with the flow A
exhausting through the top outlet
boundary.

The calculated impulse and
expelled mass (figure 13) are reasonably
comparable with the experiment for the
duration of the pulse and suggest a Figure 15. MACH2 enclosed current distibtion
decrease in performance at the later at 2 msec for the OSU 'Godzia experment
stages when the impulse increases slower
than the exhausted-mass. This is
consistent with experimental trends that
exhibit maximum speeds of the order of
40 km/s, but average exhaust speeds that --.12
do not exceed 3 km/s. The linear increase B-0.5

of total ablated-mass with respect to the -0.37

stored electromagnetic energy (figure 14) E-0.6
is also heartening in relation to similar F'1 7
experimental trends. +-2.54

EV
HIGH ENERGY, HIGH PRESSURE

PLASMA MODELING

MACH2 has been employed to
model processes within a very high Fgure 1 MACH2 temperature disibution at 2
pressure plasma source. This source, rmsc for the ou Goda experment
which has attained pressures of >2000 enclosed currents and temperature
atm, was designed and built at the contours for the very high pressure
Institute for Problems of Electrophysics, nitrogen arc-discharge. The simulation
Russian Academy of Sciences, (IPERAS), utilizes a 3 cm-radius, 20 cm-long
St. Petersburg, Russia. It has been cylindrical chamber at initial pressure of
successfully operated at Ohio State with 100 atm. Theoretical values of terminal
the "Godzilla" gigawatt-level LC-ladder properties correlate well with the
pulseline." experimental results as shown in figures

Simulations of arc-discharge 17-18. These encouraging results suggest
behavior include diaphragm-burst and that MACH2 is an appropriate tool to
subsequent exhaust of the high pressure utilize for scaling quantities, such as
plasma through a supersonic nozzle.12  pressure and voltage with respect to
Figures 15 and 16 display sample current input and characteristic
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conditions, thereby avoiding the hostile
J - mchamber environment.

I --- fma2 -dphgm

... m .1-nhn FUTURE DIRECTIONS

4 - The magnetohydrodynamic code,
MACH2, has been modified and utilized to

2 i¢y.y ^ ^. model a series of diverse plasma
-- - problems at The Ohio State University.

o These include MPD and ablation-fed
o00 a oo000 1so Mo oo 0 Moo pulsed plasma thrusters, processes

T,(.0 ) within very high pressure discharges, and
expansion of high pressure plasma by a

Figure 17. MACH2 voltage comparisons with te converging-diverging nozzle. In all cases
OSU Godzilla experiment these simulations have offered new

o- .-- ... ,P.pm understanding of the physical processes
70 -gpn s - involved.

Si. kv There are still technical
Sdeficiencies in MACH2 that could be

4 important for some plasma regimes. In
'0 ' particular, non-continuum processes are

Si not explicitly accessible with a
20 . hydrodynamics code, non-LTE effects
1o beyond separate electron and heavy-

-- -- .. l oo particle temperatures, (e.g. non-local
0 0 10 lo IN* 2 500 0300 3800 400

n<H...) chemistry), are not treated, and non-
neutral regions, such as electrode falls

Figure 18. MACH2 are impedance comparisons are no t y e t considered. Many of these
with the OSU "Godzilla" experiment areas can be easily addressed by

manipulation of the boundary conditions to
dimensions, for very high power, very high allow non-continuum effects, such as
pressure plasma systems. velocity slip and temperature jumps, and

Simulations of the expansion of energy interchange associated with
very high pressure argon and molecular particle-kinetics, such as electrode falls.
hydrogen through a converging-diverging Some areas require immediate
nozzle 3 establish that processes such as attention. For example, development is
thermal and viscous dissipation, needed of data and data manipulation
equilibrium radiation diffusion, thermal techniques to extend the equation-of-state
non-equilibrium, and chemical and/or and transport properties to the molecular
vibrational non-equilibrium were all gases typically used for propulsion
minimal at chamber pressures of 1000 applications. Furthermore, the ablation
atm and temperatures of 1 eV. They also model used for the PPT simulations
indicate that acoustic signatures in the requires improvements in the areas of
exhaust flow can be used to derive late-time cooling of the solid-propellant
stagnation conditions by measuring exit surface, and consideration of the
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